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DEMON OF DRUNKENNESS 
(Smells like human vomit) 

 
SEERSGATE: 
 
You would think that vomit would not be associated with the demon of drunkenness, but 
Yahweh gives a clear seeing. The natural realm can bring forward a smell from an outlet 
of spiritual roots. 
 
YAHWEH: 
 
A demon is a spirit being. They are made up of a matter known as spirit. The natural 
realm will not display spirit beings unless there is a materialization. 
 
SEERSGATE: 
 
With a materialization, the natural realm displays what the spirit realm carries. It’s as if 
the natural and spiritual realms have merged, and both elements are seen 
simultaneously. With the Demon of Drunkenness, I could not see the demon. I knew the 
demon was there in the room due to what I could see with my spirit ways.  
 
YAHWEH: 
 
In the spirit realm, there were no details that made it obvious that you were being enabled 
to see what lurked in the hotel used during a work plan. You were staying in a hotel—a 
decent newly upgraded way—traveling with your husband. Your husband was with you 
in the same suite, yet you were only able to smell the vomit. You asked him what he was 
able to notice, yet nothing smelled out of order. Nothing triggered his spirit. It’s as if the 
room smelled fresh and fragrant with cleaned ways.  
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Servant, there is a prophet’s way of sensing details. I could have you walk into another 
outlet, and I would show you what is really going on. What is apparent in the natural is 
not always yielding to spiritual roots. Certain prophet gifts enable you to see and sense 
what others with only natural seeing are unable to take in. You do not have what Satan 
worshippers refer to as a “sixth sense” or “seventh sense.” You only carry five human 
senses. As a prophet, your spirit is upgraded to take in what spirit ways take way. You 
do not make anything take way. You see and sense spirit dealings at Yahweh’s great will.  
 
Yahweh gives certain perimeters of seeing and sensing to enable a servant to take in 
their office work. Your work sphere of influence determines your level of seeing and 
sensing. This training makes you well ready to shift in between natural and spiritual ways 
at will. Yahweh gives you a certain perimeter of workspace to play with at will. Continue. 
 
SEERSGATE: 
 
One area of the room caught my attention. It’s as if there was a concentrated smell of 
vomit. The demon stood in one area. 
 
YAHWEH: 
 
But the demon did not leave. I did not take it out of the room. I hid the demon from your 
spirit. And you became just like your husband—only using natural senses so you could 
endure being there. I will show you more spirit beings as they leech on to others, outlets, 
nations, and entities. I will show you territorial spirits that take over major structures that 
hinder.  
 
People make an assumption that I will rule all with tyrant ways, taking away free will. 
With a free will plan, I must yield, giving that home or governing way their will. That 
means that any human can govern their own way.  
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And this is why We take a prophet’s sphere of influence seriously and gauge their will in 
how they move in prophet dealings. This says that I will give a boundary play territory 
within the prophet’s work that enables that servant to move freely in work details. It’s 
like having a yard to play in, and it will not expand into another person’s work.  
 
But you are a world-level prophet. How would you be able to “play” in your work sphere 
without dealing in other people’s space? You will not change that person’s way but will 
give Kingdom order to bring natural and spiritual ways into real synced placings.  
 
You will build it, the way to use a bridge that will train My whole Church to operate in 
one synced moving. And a world-level mantle is given to take this plan into full seeing 
ways. So, a world-level prophet will bring order to world ways of work dealing with 
Kingdom outlets. 
 


